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ACCESSORY

Adhesive BAND that allows 
to create a pocket in your 
packaging

Adhesive LABEL that allows 
to open and reclose the 
pack more 20 times

Resealable top-film suitable 
for direct sealing on 
ECO-SUSTAINABLE materials

Resealable top-film suitable 
for any thermoforming or 
thermosealing machine

MONO-MATERIAL FILM 
completely recyclable, seals 
directly on eco-friendly trays

Pre-cut resealable PARTICLE 
that replaces the lid

Perforation
Branding
Tamper seal



SMILESYS SYSTEMS 04 S2L LITE

ADVANTAGES
WHAT’S THAT?

Can be used
in different
sectors

RESEALABLE
SYSTEM

MACRO PERFORATION TAMPER SEAL

CONFECTIONERY

FRUIT & VEGETABLES

MEAT & COLD CUTS

DAIRY

DRIED FRUIT

SALAD

BAKERY PRODUCTS

SNACKS

CHEESE

AROMATIC 
HERBS

TOMATOES

SPINACH

This patented resealable top film is suitable for 
any thermoforming or thermosealing machine, 
supplied directly in reel and ready to be 
packaged. It can also be used on different 
materials such as PET, PE, OPP. Depending 
on the needs of the product this film can be 
macro or laser perforated, it can be used in 
modified atmosphere and the product safety 
can be guaranteed by tamper-evidence. 
Smile 2 LITE is suitable for industrial packaging 
on thermoforming and heat sealing machines.  

Less food waste (about 8%) 

Better product preservation, thanks to the 
guaranteed reclosure more than 20 times 

Easy to open and use 

Avoid additional packaging

Visual and commercial appeal 

Avoid the lid, thus reducing the amount of 
plastic waste to be disposed of 

Avoid logistics related to the use of the lid 

Reduction of CO2 production in production 
processes and transport 

Fully customizable in terms of graphics, 
format, size and opening 

No need for changes in packaging machines 
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